
                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

 
In many parts of the world, September is the first month of       

autumn.  Zodiac signs for September are Virgo (8/23 – 9/22)     

and  Libra (9/23 – 10/22). 
The birthstone for September is the sapphire, which is said to  

reduce inflammation, treat fever and act as a lucky charm for 

the person wearing it. The sapphire, present in almost every  

color (rich blue, pink, yellow, green etc.), symbolizes intuition,   

clarity of thought, peacefulness, as well as loyalty and trust. 
 

 

 

 

 

September will also always be associated with the 9/11 

Attacks – September 11, 2001.  A date many of us will    

never forget. Most can remember exactly where they 

were, what they were doing and what time it was when 

they first heard of the terrorist attacks on the twin     

towers of the World Trade Center in NYC.  The 9/11 

attacks became the single deadliest terrorist attack in   

human history. 
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Over the last few months FXM has picked up additional services.  Some of these include 

Buildings 2955 and 3131 which are both extremely high profile areas that require a lot   

of attention to detail.  We also now clean all parking lots outside of Level One.  This is      

exciting for FPG, Dylan White and Matthew McCleroy as well as their crews.  They have 

taken on these additional services with pride and have done a great job! FXM            

management would like to thank all employees, especially those who have worked      

extremely hard to bring the new areas into our daily role.  Thanks guys! 
 
We look forward to continuous growth and improvement over the next couple of 

months! 
 
- Cordell Cain & Dylan White 

Below is Eric Jordan (left) with his employees Sarah Parker 

(center) and Phillis Tilford (right). Sarah and Phillis both       

received a bonus check for a job well done and a customer 

received compliment. 
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Here are some of our vacuum equipment      

at FED-EX that are used to clean each HUB 

after the sort. These are a big asset to this 

project.  We have 3 Vac trucks and 6 Hi-Vacs. 
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Carpeted areas 

after FXM crew 

completed a 

shampooing job. 

 
These pictures are areas 

where our industrial cleaners 

work,  consisting of areas up 

to 8ft off the ground, cat-

walks, beams and scaffolding.  

This is a continuous job that 

entails a lot of dusting.  We 

thank all of our dedicated  
industrial cleaners! 
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Photos of a freshly waxed floor at FXM. New wax provides a clean and 

appealing look along with protecting the VCT which creates a longer life 

for the flooring. 
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Things are about to get busy here at LKE1’s Mill Creek with our fall outage coming up. 
Generating unit #4 will be shutting down for maintenance 9/20 — 9/30 and Unit 3 will 
be down from 10/4 — 11/23. Our DSI crew will be doing lots of maintenance on their  
equipment during this period. They will be taking their silos apart to prep them for the 
winter. This includes lots of cleaning, chutes, valves, filter bags, air heaters, lances, etc. 
The janitorial crew will be very busy during this time as well since there will be several 
hundred extra workers and contractors on the property to do outage work. Lots of extra 
people means lots of extra messes to clean up. We will also have a day shift crew of 2 on 
sight every weekend throughout the outage. As always our #1 goal is to get the work 
done safely and to do a great job for the customer. 

Jennifer Stacy cleaning the lab 

at LG&E Mill Creek. 

Here we have Royce Shelton performing    

an equipment inspection on Unit 1 SAMM 

rotary feeder. 
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These are the windows after a 2 weekend 

project at LKE1’s Mill Creek location and  the 

building consists of 3-stories. 
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What’s going on at Ghent….  September is Power Plant Fall Outage kickoff.  The Coal Yard is the 
first to come down for maintenance followed by a specific Unit within the power plant.  Unit 2 is 
up for a large outage where maintenance will be performed throughout many different areas 
and pieces of power generation equipment. 
 
FPG’s role in outages is quite large, ranging from pre-work cleanup to system checks and over-
hauls.  These outages take a massive coordination effort by all contractors and KU to pull them 
off safely and effectively.  We plan to stay focused and remain safe throughout the entire Fall 
Outage season. 

Here we see James Louden washing the 

Coal Barge Unloader on the weekend 

getting it prepped for shut down.  This 

unloader is located roughly 50-60’ 

above the Ohio River.  At times it has 

removed hand rails requiring 100% Tie-
Off with a harness. 
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Coal Yard Crew Ramp Prep—   Coal Yard crew 

headed up onto a large ramp stretching from 

the river to the site’s LimeStone pile.   
Life jackets are required for this procedure. 

Here is a small example of what we 

may encounter while checking our 

miles of area in the Coal Yard, a coal 

spill. 

Main Aisle Plant Clean Up— Alexis Richmond 

cleaning up the main aisle in the plant before 

Coal Mill inspection work begins. 



 
Trimble County’s employee of the 

month is Mike Mulwee.  Mike goes 

above and beyond to make sure the job 

gets done.  We’d like to thank Mike for 

all of his hard work and dedication, and 

we are very thankful to have Mike as 

part of our team. 
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Chris Johnson (flyash/DSI lead) and Derrick 

Nickell (flyash operator) changing the dust 

collector filters on our flyash barge loader at 

Trimble County.  These filters allow us to 

load a barge without  creating a huge dust 

cloud. 
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LKE2 Light Maintenance would love to welcome 
two new team members that started with us in   
August and September - Mark Hatcher and Rommel 
Earle! 
 

We are very excited about these additions because 
they are both new positions filled at the request of 
LG&E/KU.  
 

Rommel will be working at the Kentucky Utilities 
building (KUGO) in downtown Lexington, Ky and 
Mark has hit the ground running at LG&E's       
Simpsonville, Ky location. This puts us at 22  
maintenance technicians currently on the contract 
as we continue to grow! 

Mark Hatcher is pictured  here showing 

off his organizational skills! 

 
LKE3’s 2nd shift Lead at our Broadway 
Office Complex in Louisville, Ky is Dereck 
Harbison.  He has been with FPG for two 
years and is great at getting things done   
in a timely manner. He goes over and    
beyond and we appreciate everything he 
does for us. 
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We have increased our coverage model into Missouri, Kansas 
and Texas.  LaShaun comes to us from a competitor (ISS) as he 
has been on property for FedEx for approximately 4 years.   
The customer really enjoy him being around and he does a 
fantastic job for the FedEx facility in Maplewood, MO.  We 
have contractors (Pendleton Cleaners and Teresa’s Cleaning) 
taking excellent care of our 2  locations in Kansas.    
 
Elwood, KS—  Kristy and Kristy of Pendleton Cleaners are a 
fantastic cleaning duo taking care of approximately 15,000 
sqft of office space for this FedEx site.  They are engaging with 
the customer and are fitting in extremely well. 
 
Topeka, KS—Teresa’s Cleaners is a mother-daughter team that 
has been specializing in the janitorial business for over 15 
years.  With Topeka being a small town Teresa’s Cleaners take 
pride in providing quality service to help expand their  
business. 

LaShaun Cozart at our 
Maplewood, MO site.  He 
started with us 8/6/2019. 

LKE3’s  Norman Crumes has been with FPG for 
over 2 years. He is one of our 2nd shift part time       
employees that takes care of the main entryways 
and the entire first floor at our Broadway Office 
Complex in Louisville Ky. He always has a smile 
on his face and we are glad he is part of the FPG 
team. 
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FEDEX COLORADO SPRINGS 
 
We would like to recognize this crew 
for doing such a great job.  All three 
received a Certificate of Excellence for 
getting such high praise from our  
customer.  This crew is responsible for 
FedEx Light Building Maintenance 
needs. 

“Commitments are a true reflection as are broken 
ones!” 

Keith Harnick (L), Rey Maestas, Richard Lind (R) 

FPG started a new contract with a 
FedEx Freight hub in Houston, TX on 
August 5, 2019.  We would like to wel-
come Demetric Thompson to our 
team.  Demetric is the Supervisor over 
our Industrial Cleaners and has done 
an outstanding job for us in Houston. 
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DPL-1 
  
Please help me welcome Ronald Poole to our DP&L-1 project he started with us in August 
as a maintenance tech, he has a great deal of experience in the maintenance field and 
we’re glad to have hired him. He has a great attitude at work each day, while he’s just 
learning our project, equipment and locations he’s always willing to help and find resolu-
tions to any problem we have with equipment. He enjoys volunteering with the veteran’s 
administration to help those that served our great country!    
  
We would like to congratulate Bobby Sams for perfect attendance with us 4 years now! 
Bobby started the project in 2015 and has never taken an unplanned day off nor has he 
been late to work!  He always makes himself available when we have an afterhours emer-
gency. That’s a great accomplishment and I’m truly grateful that Bobby Sams is part of our 
team!    

RONALD POOLE BOBBY SAMS 
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DPL-2 
  
Jacob Weidenborner empty's all the 
trash every night at the Dayton facility.   
He empty's over 300 trash cans a night 
per shift.  He goes above and beyond 
to get the job done. Any time we are 
short staffed he will pick up the shifts 
and stay when needed. 
 
 

 
Tamara Brown is the night supervisor for 
the Dayton location.  
She insures all work is getting done on a 
daily basis and in a safe manner.  
She is also a very hard worker and great 
night supervisor that never stops going 
above and beyond. 
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Our Carrier Street project started 
on August 1, 2019 and has been a 
great addition to our FPG team!! 
Thank you all for your hard work 
and dedication! 

Our Spurlock location would like to welcome our new outside coal supervisor Andy  
Ashcraft to the team.  Andy brings a great work ethic and power plant knowledge with 
him to make our team stronger.  He started with us on August 26th, 2019 and has hit the 
ground running.  Welcome Andy and thank you for all your hard work and dedication to 
making us better! 
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SPURLOCK’S NEW OFFICE TRAILERS! 
 
Out with the old and in with the new!  Our project at Spurlock Station in Maysville, KY  
renewed their contract this year for another 7 years.  New office trailers were delivered on 
September 16th.  Many thanks to the crew at Spurlock!  Let’s make the next 7 years as 
good or better than the first 7! 

“Get up.. Get out… And do something! Life is short, make the very best of it!” 
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Human Resources 

  

Open Enrollment for 2020  will be starting in November! All full-time employees are benefit   
eligible and have the option to enroll in our insurance plans. We offer health, dental, vision, and 
an essential plan that is free when you enroll in a medical plan. We also offer short-term         
disability and life insurance for yourself or your family. Please remember to have your updated 
personal information with you when you enroll. Even if you aren’t changing coverage, you will 
still need to submit enrollments forms for the 2020 year. We look forward to meeting with you 
this year! 
  
A Few Fun Facts Are: 
  

-          75% of Job Seekers in 2019 use Social Media to find jobs. 
-          93% of recruiters are likely to look at a candidate’s social media profile 
-          The unemployment rate is currently at 3.7%, which means about 6 million people 
 are unemployed in the U.S while 158 million are currently employed. 

  
Employee Hotline 
  

Employees may call the Employee Hotline for any reason. It is a valuable resource that can be 

used to report theft, sexual harassment, employee praises and acknowledgements, or any other 

concerns you may have. The hotline allows you to remain anonymous if you wish too.  The hot-

line number is 662-469-9120. 

 

Human Resources and the Hiring Office at our Memphis FedEx location will be holding an in -
house Job Fair on October 7th, 2019! It will be from 9:00am-2:00pm. We encourage all of you to 

tell your friends and family about the event and take advantage of our employee referral bonus. 

We are hiring for all positions. We will be giving away FPG merchandise and door prizes, so stop 

by our hiring office and see us!  

Please visit our Facebook page for more information. https://m.facebook.com/FPG4jobs/  
 

Kristen Hankins 

Benefits Administrator 

Human Resources 

https://m.facebook.com/FPG4jobs/
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October 2nd, 2019  is National Custodian Day! This day is set aside to appreciate all 

the men and women who keep our schools, workplaces, and facilities clean and    

running on a day-to-day basis. The majority of our FPG staff are custodians and play 

one of the largest role’s in our company’s success! Please remember to thank any 

custodian you see working  and give them recognition for everything they do. A huge 

thank you from Human Resources to every single one of our custodians here at FPG, 

we value the work you put in for our company! Pictured is Monica Davis, she is a   

custodial supervisor for the Pilot area at FXM. Monica has been with us for 3 ½ years 

and was hired in as a custodian, she was promoted to Custodial Supervisor in 2017! 

She is just one example of the many employees who have had growth opportunities 

since joining our company!  
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Risk factors of MSDs and how to prevent injuries - 
 
No matter what industry you’re in, there’s a high probability you bend, twist and lift 

things. That means some employees may be suffering from musculoskeletal disorders 

(MSDs), such as back injuries and sprains or strains, resulting from overexertion . 

Different jobs involve different risks for MSDs.  When assessing a job, check for the 

following risk factors: 
 Force —The amount of physical effort required to lift, push or pull something. 
 Repetition —Motions that are continually or frequently done for extended  
    Periods of time. 
 Awkward and static postures — Positions that place stress on the body from  
                             not moving or moving in an awkward way. 
 Contact stress —Pressing the body or part of it (such as the hand) against  
        Hard or sharp edges. 
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The more risk factors involved in performing a task/job, the greater the risk for MSDs. 

Engineering, admin controls 

You can prevent MSDs two ways —through engineering and administration controls. 

When you are working, you want to maintain optimal joint positioning. Ergonomic controls 
help workers maintain neutral postures that align and balance the body, minimizing stress 
on the muscles, tendons, nerves and bones. These ergonomic modifications and tools help 
reduce awkward postures. 

Administrative controls cover things like training employees on proper work techniques,    
implementing programs like job rotation where possible, and making sure you take      
scheduled breaks and know proper stretching techniques before work begins.  

If workers don’t know why they are doing things, they’re less likely to take them seriously.   
At FPG we always want to make sure our employees understand the importance of following 
directions on how to safely do their job.   

Everyone has responsibility for safety for themselves and their co-workers. If you see an   
unsafe condition or act stop the job immediately and get with your site manager to discuss 
and correct the situation.  
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The following employees celebrated a birthday during the month of September.              
HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO YOU ALL!!! 
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 10/1      Julian Hull  FXM  10/25      Helen Williams  FXM 
 10/2      Saidatu Bah  FXM  10/25      Dora Elliott  DPL2       
 10/3      Kelsey Trapp  Ghent  10/26      Michelle Daniels FXM 
 10/3      Whitney Underwood FXM  10/29      Carolyn Watson  FXM 
 10/4      Irene Williams  FXM  10/29      David Hendron  Ghent 
 10/4      Cody Mitchell  FXM  10/30      Mampassi Lori  FXM 
 10/6      Richard Lind  COS  10/31      Jennifer Stacy  Mill Creek 
 10/9      Anesha Washington FXM  10/31       Angelica Kennedy FXM 
 10/11      Khei-Ayerris Grant LKE2 
 10/11     Karma Breuna Jones FXM 
 10/11     Trashonda Thornton LKE3 
 10/12     Tasheena Mason Ghent 
 10/12     Michael Smith  Trimble 
 10/14     Howard Lowe  FXM 
 10/15     Diafara Ly   FXM 
 10/15     Linda Jefferson  FXM 
 10/16     Xavier Anderson  FXM 
 10/17     Wayne Zipper  LKE2 
 10/18     Damien Hedger  Ghent 
 10/19     Patricia Spellman FXM 
 10/20     Karese Douglas  FXM 
 10/23     Matthew Lloyd  Ghent 
 10/23     Roseattae Jones  LKE3 
 10/23     Jimmy Hampton  LKE3 
 10/24     Dedrick Guy  FXM 
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The following employees are celebrating anniversaries this month.              
FPG is grateful for your dedication! 

Barbara Hill  10/14/2005  14 years  FXM 
Adrian Johnso 10/12/2006  13 years  FXM 
Debra Reed  10/23/2007  12 years  FXM 
Irene Williams 10/15/2009  10 years  FXM 

Jayden Steward  10/09/2018  1 year  Spurlock 
Thomas Welsh  10/10/2018  1 year  FXM 
Jacquelyn Applewhite 10/10/2018  1 year  FXM 
Adam Honeycutt  10/15/2018  1 year  LKE3 
David Hausfeld  10/16/2018  1 year  DPL1 
Shawn Tibbs   10/17/2018  1 year  LKE3 
Steve Ballard  10/03/2017  2 years FXM 
Charley Potts  10/05/2017  2 years LKE2 
Hadja Sall   10/05/2017  2 years FXM 
Oumar Diong  10/10/2017  2 years FXM 
Ba Conte   10/12/2017  2 years FXM 
Alhoussaine Bah  10/17/2017  2 years FXM 
Orlanda Kinnard  10/19/2017  2 years FXM 
Timothy Smith  10/23/2017  2 years Mill Creek 
William Stevenson  10/31/2017  2 years FXM 
Omar thiam   10/06/2016  3 years FXM 
Alassane Ba   10/11/2016  3 years FXM 
Teresa Bond   10/14/2016  3 years Ghent 
Roberta Turner  10/20/2016  3 years FXM 
Mary Scott   10/29/2014  5 years FXM 
Michael McCullough 10/29/2014  5 years FXM 
Tonette Merriweather 10/28/2013  6 years FXM 
Linda Davis   10/29/2012  7 years FXM 
Vicki Hurley   10/01/2011  8 years Spurlock 
Robbie Gifford  10/01/2011  8 years Spurlock 
Carl Porter   10/01/2011  8 years Spurlock 
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The following Employees are applauded for their punctuality and dedication to be at 

work every single day. 
You are leading by example at we at FPG LLC recognize that. 

PERFECT ATTENDANCE 

Aminata Ba 
Inez Dickerson 
Debra Dogan 
Dora Elliott 

Amy Fambrough 
Victor Hale 
Linda Jones 

Rex King 
Stacy Larkin 

Yolanda Perry 
Danny Richmond 

Bobby Sams 
Larry Turner 
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Here is Buddy, he is 8 years old and he 

enjoys napping with his little brother 

Wyatt! Thanks Cordell! 

Dixie (3 yrs) and Maximus aka Max     

(1 yr) doing what they do best–       

cuddling!  Rob and Lara Wilson’s 

spoiled babies! 
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Easy Three-Ingredient Tomato Soup 
PREP: 5 min   COOK: 40 min TOTAL: 45 min 
 

YOU WILL NEED: 
4 tablespoons unsalted butter                                  1-1/2 cups chicken stock 
1/2 large onion, cut into large wedges                    1/2 teaspoon fine sea salt 
1 (28-oz) can tomatoes (with its liquid) 
 

DIRECTIONS: 
Melt butter over medium heat in large sauce pan, add onion, chicken stock, tomatoes 

and salt. Bring to a simmer, cook uncovered 40 min, stirring occasionally, blending the 

soup and then season to taste.   




